INTRODUCING OUR

COLLABORATIVE

FURNITURE
Thoughtful, functional furnishing which inspire space

PRE-PRIMARY
One space, four teaching arrangements. For young children, the roving teacher method
allows a free form of engagement between children. A relaxed and structured selection of
products to suit different teaching activities.
Desktop Activities

Visual Aids

Groups of 4

Wall education and relaxed floor gathering
DUROBOARD
whiteboard

PINBOARD
fabric

PEBBLE
low

EN CLASSIC
EN 1026

DILLY DALLY
floor cushion
new name to be inserted

EN CLASSIC
EN 1026

ADJUSTA
stool
FLEXISTACK
mobile bag storage

EDUFLEX ROUND
ottoman
EDUFLEX SQUARE
ottoman

Story Telling

Relaxed seating choices for teachers

MOOVE
stool

EDUFLEX TRAPEZOIDAL
desk

Artwork

Variety of group arrangements

PRIMARY
One space, four teaching arrangements. At this stage the roving teacher method continues
to allow free form of engagement between children. Adding some structured student desks
and chairs prepares for future larger group teaching. Relaxed products also have a little
more structure.
Desk Activities

Gather

Group interaction

Ottoman interaction – educator swivels central to group

EN ONE
350h

EDUFLEX
education pod

EDUFLEX SEMI-CIRCLE
desk
SPOT MATT
floor

FLEXISTACK
A3 tray mobile

PARC OTTOMANS
set of 6

EDUFLEX ZONE
desk

ADJUSTA
stool

Gather

Explore random or more structured setups

Artwork

Integration format

SECONDARY
One space, three teaching arrangements with increased structure. Relaxed sections offer
interactive gathering arrangements by the students. Ottoman designs promote this action.
Structured teaching includes mobility.
Mobile Teaching Aid

Double Desks
Structured learning

Relocate to suit group needs

AXIS
stool
EN ONE
EN15

EDUFLEX
double T legs
with trays

FLEXISTACK MOBILE
teach and store

WHIZZ
mobile stool
ROK OTTOMANS
set of 5

LOZ OTTOMANS
1200w version

LOZ OTTOMANS
900w version

Group Discussion

Relaxed ottoman interaction

Mobile Teams

Semi-relaxed ottomans and mobile stool interactions

TERTIARY
One space or linked spaces. Sophisticated gathering options for mature student intellectual
interaction serviced by teaching mobile aids.
Relaxed Groups

Mobile Groups

4 sided ottoman and pull up ottomans

Table and ottomans

CENTRO OTTOMAN
4 sided

FLEXISTACK
FS13

SHIFT OTTOMAN
with handle

PEBBLE
table

SIT or SWAY
ottoman

POWER TROLLEY
power trays

MOBILE
whiteboard

ASTI
tall stool

Large Groups

Double tier – lounge, sit or stand

SPECTATOR BENCH
seat and desk

Office Line’s collaborative furniture are highly innovative and extremely
creative making them perfect for the contemporary classroom.
The clever design to the classroom creates an environment which sparks
students’ creativity and increases productivity.
Sofas, ottomans, tables, benches, walls, whiteboards and bookcases
are just some of the products they offer in an amazing range of shapes,
sizes and colours.
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